
STATE OF INDIANA

INDIANA UTILITY REGULATORY COMMISSION

VERIFIED PETITION OF INDIANAPOLIS 
POWER & LIGHT COMPANY REQUESTING 
THE INDIANA UTILITY REGULATORY 
COMMISSION TO ISSUE AN ORDER 
PURSUANT TO INDIANA CODE § 8-1-2-72 
REVISING RATE REP TO (1) REDEFINE THE
TERM QUALIFYING RENEWABLE ENERGY 
POWER PRODUCTION FACILITY; (2)  
ELIMINATE LANGUAGE IN RATE REP 
SUGGESTING IT INCLUDES A COMMISSION-
APPROVED WHOLESALE POWER RATE; (3) 
EXTEND THE MAXIMUM TERM OF RATE REP 
AGREEMENTS FROM TEN TO FIFTEEN 
YEARS; (4) INCORPORATE LANGUAGE 
REQUIRING PARTICIPANTS TO HAVE 
NECESSARY AUTHORITY TO MAKE 
WHOLESALE POWER SALES AND (5) CLARIFY 
RATE REP ENERGY PURCHASES CONSTITUTE 
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CAUSE NO. 44018

INDIANAPOLIS POWER & LIGHT COMPANY’S
HEARING BRIEF ON FEDERAL ISSUES ASSOCIATED WITH RATE REP

Indianapolis Power & Light Company (“IPL”), by counsel, hereby submits this Hearing 

Brief addressing legal issues raised by the testimony submitted concerning IPL’s Rate REP 

(Renewable Energy Production).

This Hearing Brief explains the interplay between Federal and State jurisdiction over 

IPL’s wholesale power purchases from Facilities pursuant to Rate REP.  There are issues under 

both the Federal Power Act1 (“FPA”) and the Public Utilities Regulatory Policy Act of 19782

(“PURPA”) associated with Rate REP.  This interplay is directly relevant to the legal issues 

  
1 16 U.S.C. § 796 et seq.
2 16 U.S.C. § 824a-3.
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raised by other parties to this proceeding.  First, Ecos Energy (“Ecos”) cannot contend it has a 

binding contract under Rate REP with IPL enforceable under the Federal Mobile-Sierra doctrine.  

Rate REP does not represent an offer requiring only acceptance to form a binding contract 

subject to FERC’s jurisdiction.  Second, neither Rate REP nor the alternative Feed-in Tariff 

(“FIT”) proposals submitted by the Indiana Office of Utility Consumer Counselor (“OUCC”) or 

the Indiana Distributed Energy Association (“IDEA”) can be implemented in a way that avoids 

federal preemption.  

The Hearing Brief also explains that IPL is not contending that Qualifying Facilities 

(“QFs”) as defined in 16 U.S.C. § 796(17) are precluded from participating in Rate REP or FITs 

generally but instead that IPL cannot be forced to purchase from QFs at the prices established in 

Rate REP or the FITs proposed by IDEA or the OUCC.  

BACKGROUND

Rate REP establishes a framework for IPL to purchase energy produced by a Customer’s 

Qualifying Renewable Energy Power Production Facility (“Facility”) and recover the purchase 

power costs through a rate adjustment mechanism in accordance with Ind. Code §§ 8-1-2-42(a) 

and 8-1-8.8-11 contemporaneously with the processing of IPL’s fuel adjustment clause (“FAC”) 

proceedings.  See Indianapolis Power & Light Co., Cause No. 43623, p. 61 (IURC 2/10/2010) 

(Phase I Order).  While Rate REP sets forth rates for purchases from Facilities, the tariff provides 

that the rates may be increased or decreased in consideration of a number of factors, including 

the impact of tax credits, grants, and other financial incentives.  See Attachment A.  Rate REP 

was approved by the Phase I Order to be offered on a pilot basis for three years.  Id.
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The sale of a Facility’s energy to IPL pursuant to Rate REP constitutes a wholesale sale 

of electricity subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”).  

See California Pub. Utils. Comm’n, 132 FERC ¶61,047, p. 61, 337 (7/15/2010) (the “FIT 

Order”).  The FPA grants exclusive jurisdiction to FERC to regulate the rates, terms and 

conditions of sales for resale of electric energy in interstate commerce by public utilities.  The 

sole exception to FERC’s exclusive jurisdiction, prescribed by PURPA, is for energy sold by a 

QF to a public utility at the public utility’s avoided cost.3 PURPA provides that States may set 

the public utility’s avoided cost rates.  But FERC has long held that “insofar as [state regulation] 

requires rates for sales by [a QF] to [a public utility] that exceed avoided cost, the [state 

regulation] is to that extent pre-empted.”4  Connecticut Light & Power Co., 70 F.E.R.C. ¶ 

61,012, p. 61,029 (1/11/1995).  FERC’s construction of PURPA is derived from the United 

States Supreme Court’s determination that PURPA “sets full avoided cost as the maximum rate 

that [FERC] may prescribe.”  American Paper Institute, Inc. v. American Elec. Power Serv. 

Corp., 461 U.S. 402, 413 (1983).  

FERC reiterated this view in the FIT Order.  The FIT Order arose from action taken by 

the California Public Utilities Commission (“CPUC”), in compliance with California statutes, to 

require investor-owned utilities regulated by the CPUC to purchase electricity that is generated 

by renewable resources with a capacity of not more than 20 megawatts (“MW”) at rates set by 

the CPUC.  FIT Order, p. 61, 326.  The CPUC asserted that it was not setting a price for

wholesale power sales, but requiring California utilities under its jurisdiction to offer to purchase 

  
3 The FPA defines certain cogeneration and small power production facilities as QFs.  16 U.S.C. § 824a-3(a).
4 While FERC’s preamble to its original PURPA rules could be construed as leaving room for the States to adopt 
rates that are higher than PURPA, FERC subsequently concluded insufficient rationale was provided for this 
construction and held it to be inconsistent with the plain language of PURPA.  Connecticut Light & Power Co., 70 
F.E.R.C. at p. 61,028-61,029.
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electricity at a CPUC-set price intended to encourage development of renewable resources.  Id.  

FERC rejected the notion that the CPUC was merely establishing an “offering price” and 

concluded that the CPUC’s offering price constituted impermissible wholesale rate-setting by the 

CPUC.  Id. at 61, 337.  FERC reiterated that the FPA grants exclusive jurisdiction to FERC to 

regulate the rates, terms and conditions of sales for resale of electric energy in interstate 

commerce by public utilities.  FERC acknowledged that PURPA granted states authority to 

determine avoided cost rates for QF.  However, it held that to the extent the CPUC’s rates were 

not based on the utilities’ avoided costs, the CPUC’s program is preempted by the FPA.  Id. at p. 

61, 338.5  

The rates established in Rate REP do not reflect IPL’s avoided costs as required by 

PURPA.  See e.g. Phase I Order, pp. 60-61 and Petitioner’s Exhibit JEH 1, p. 10.  To the extent 

Rate REP is construed as Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission (“Commission”) approval of a 

rate for wholesale power purchases in excess of IPL’s avoided cost, Rate REP is preempted by 

Federal law.  IPL does not believe the Commission intended to approve a tariff that is preempted 

by Federal law and has proposed revisions to Rate REP to avoid potential challenges.  The Phase 

I Order makes no finding concerning the rates set forth in Rate REP and focuses only on the 

findings necessary to enable the costs to be recovered in conjunction with IPL’s FAC.  Rate REP 

should be construed as establishing the types of and limitation on amounts of energy purchases 

IPL can voluntarily agree to make from Customers operating Facilities, as IPL has proposed in 

this proceeding.   

  
5 The FIT Order did not impact the Commission’s authority over net metering.  FERC has long concluded a net-
metering customer is not engaged in a sale for resale if there is no net sale of power from the customer to the utility 
over any given billing period. MidAmerican Energy Co., 94 FERC ¶ 61,340 (2001); see also PJM Interconnection, 
L.L.C., 94 FERC ¶ 61,251 (2001) (finding no sale between two parties when one party self-supplies station power 
and accounts for such usage through the practice of netting).
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IPL’s Willingness To Voluntarily Purchase Energy From
Customers Operating Facilities Cannot Be Transformed

Into A Mandatory Obligation.

FERC’s regulations implementing PURPA recognize that a public utility is free to 

voluntarily negotiate a rate to purchase energy from a QF that is different from its avoided cost.  

The initial section to Subpart C of FERC’s PURPA regulations dealing with arrangements 

between electric utilities and QFs provides in pertinent part:

(b)  Negotiated rates or terms.  Nothing in this subpart:

(1) Limits the authority of any electric utility or any qualifying facility to agree to 
a rate for any purchase, or terms or conditions relating to any purchase, which 
differ from the rate or terms or conditions which would otherwise be required by 
this subpart; or

(2) Affects the validity of any contract entered into between a qualifying facility 
and an electric utility for any purchase.  

18 C.F.R. § 292.301.  Pursuant to this authority, IPL is willing to voluntarily enter into 

agreements with its customers to purchase energy from Facilities within the framework of Rate 

REP.6  

Ecos characterizes Rate REP as an outstanding offer that needs only be accepted by any 

party allegedly falling within Rate REP’s framework that then becomes a binding contract with 

IPL upon such acceptance and can only be abrogated under the Mobile-Sierra doctrine. Direct 

Testimony of Thomas Melone, pp. 9-10.  The Mobile-Sierra doctrine applies to contractual 

agreements voluntarily devised by regulated companies.  Morgan Stanley Capital Group, Inc. v. 

Pub. Util. Dist. No. 1 of Snohomish County, Washington, 554 U.S. 527, 533 (2008).  In 

reviewing such contracts, FERC may not interfere with the terms of the contract absent a finding 

  
6 IPL is not willing to voluntarily enter into agreements with QFs that are not IPL customers or under the terms and 
prices set forth in the OUCC’s and IDEA’s proposals.  Consequently, 18 C.F.R. § 292.301 will not provide a basis 
for imposing upon IPL the proposed generic FIT tariffs proposed in this proceeding by other parties.
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the rate is “so low as to adversely affect the public interest—as where it might impair the 

financial ability of the public utility to continue its service, cast upon other consumers an 

excessive burden, or be unduly discriminatory.”  Id. citing Federal Power Comm’n v. Sierra 

Pacific Power Co., 350 U.S. 348, 354-355 (1956).  

Ecos assumes that a customer planning to construct a Facility need only tell IPL it 

accepts Rate REP’s terms for a contract to be formed.  Under the plain terms of Rate REP, 

however, a written contract agreed to by both IPL and the counter-party and approved by the 

Commission are required before an agreement exists.   The tariff provides that “[t]he rate [IPL] 

will pay each Customer for energy and capacity purchased from their Facility will be established 

in advance by a written contract with the Company as filed and approved by the Commission and 

will be based on the RATE REP PURCHASE RATES.”  Attachment A, p. 124.2.  The terms of 

the written contract are to be negotiated between the parties.  While the Rate REP Purchase 

Rates are set forth in the tariff, the tariff explicitly provides that the rates may be increased or 

decreased based on a number of factors including the impact of tax credits, grants and other 

financial incentives that when combined with the rate would produce excessive profits for the 

Facility.  Id.  Moreover, IPL’s has negotiated terms of the proposed agreement with interested 

parties.  Petitioner’s Exhibit JEH-R1, p. 12.  Thus, under the plain terms of Rate REP, no 

contract is formed until a written agreement is executed between the parties and approved by the 

Commission.  IPL has not executed written contracts with Ecos or any other party to this 

proceeding.  Petitioner’s Exhibit JEH-R1, p. 12.  Thus, there is no contract to enforce under the 

Mobile-Sierra doctrine.  

Another issue for Ecos is whether it even qualifies under the terms of Rate REP and 

could accept Rate REP’s offer if the tariff was construed as Ecos asserts.  Rate REP is available 
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only to a “Customer of Indianapolis Power & Light Company.”  Attachment A, p. 124 

(emphasis added).  A Customer is defined in IPL’s tariff as “Any person, corporation, 

municipality or other government agency which has agreed, orally or otherwise, to pay for 

electric service from the Company.”  I.U.R.C. No. E-16, Original No. 180.  Simply stated, an 

entity wishing to participate under Rate REP must be a customer before selling power back to 

IPL under the terms of Rate REP.  As Mr. Haselden notes in his rebuttal testimony, the 

developers that have intervened in this proceeding have not agreed to pay for electric service 

from IPL.7  Petitioner’s Exhibit JEH-R1, at pp. 4-5.  Moreover, becoming a customer of IPL 

requires more than some general statement that at some point in the future an entity might pay 

IPL for some quantity of electricity.  Rate REP does not commit IPL to purchase energy from 

Ecos or the other developers that are not currently customers of IPL or associated with current 

customers.  

The Rates And FIT Structures The Parties
Seek To Impose On IPL Are Preempted By Federal Law

The OUCC and Ecos contend that the Rate REP prices should be assumed to be 

consistent with IPL’s avoided costs, notwithstanding clear evidence the prices have nothing to do 

with IPL’s avoided costs.  Alternatively, the IDEA and OUCC propose to impose upon IPL a 

generic FIT model with costs that cannot be based on IPL’s avoided cost.  All of these proposed 

scenarios invite the Commission to tread on FERC’s exclusive jurisdiction over wholesale power 

sales.

  
7 RDP Renewables did assert in its Petition to Intervene that it was a customer of IPL.  However, RDP does not 
meet this definition because it has not agreed to pay for electric service from IPL.  It has an agreement with its 
landlord to pay for rent, which also includes the provision of electricity.  Petitioner’s Exhibit JEH-R1, pp. 4-5.
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1. Rate REP’s Rates Are Not Based On Avoided Cost And Cannot Simply Be Assumed To 
Be Based On Avoided Cost. 

The rates set forth in Rate REP are not based on IPL’s avoided costs and were not based 

on the factors set forth in 18 C.F.R. § 292.304.8  Petitioner’s Exhibit JEH-1, p. 10; Petitioner’s 

Exhibit JEH-R1, p. 14.  No contrary evidence has been presented.  Lacking such evidence, the 

OUCC and Ecos urge the Commission to simply assume that Rate REP rates were set in 

accordance with PURPA’s requirements.9 Commission orders must be supported by specific 

findings of fact and by sufficient evidence.  City of Fort Wayne v. Utility Center, Inc., 840 

N.E.2d 836, 839 (Ind.Ct.App. 2006).  The purpose of requiring specific findings is to illuminate 

the Commission’s “expert reasoning process and subtle judgments [to] provide an intelligible 

framework for the judicial non-expert” and to reduce “the danger of judicial substitution of 

judgment on complex evidentiary issues and policy determinations.”  L.S. Ayres & Co. v. 

Indianapolis Power & Light Co., 351 N.E.2d 814, 822 (Ind.Ct.App. 1976).  The Phase I Order 

approving Rate REP did not make any of the specific findings that would be necessary to 

approve the rates under PURPA, nor did any party to that proceeding discuss the applicability of 

PURPA to Rate REP.  No discussion whatsoever is included in the Phase I Order (see pp. 60-61) 

about IPL’s avoided costs or the factors FERC indicated could be considered in establishing “a 

multi-tiered avoided cost rate structure” that is consistent with the avoided cost rate requirements 

set forth in PURPA and FERC regulations.  California Pub. Utils. Comm’n, 134 FERC ¶61, 060, 

  
8 Mr. Haselden’s rebuttal testimony explains that the avoided cost discussion referenced by Mr. Melone in Cause 
No. 43623 did not pertain to the rate set forth in Rate REP.  Petitioner’s Exhibit JEH-R1, pp. 14-15.  
9 Mr. Keen states that “the OUCC reasonably expects IPL already took into account the provisions and 
requirements of 18 C.F.R. § 292.”  The OUCC, however, was involved in the development of the initial rates and 
has full access to the methodology used to determine those rates and should be fully aware that the PURPA factors 
were not considered.  Public’s RLK Exhibit No. 1, p. 31.  Mr. Melone recommends the Commission make an 
“assumption” that either IPL or the Commission based the Rate REP rates on IPL’s avoided cost.  Pre-filed Direct 
Testimony of Thomas Melone, p. 7.  
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p. 61, 271 (1/28/2011) (Order on Rehearing).  Thus, the assumption the OUCC and Ecos invite 

the Commission to make would render the Order indefensible if challenged.

Another significant problem with assuming Rate REP’s prices for wholesale power 

purchases are based on IPL’s avoided costs is that doing so would eliminate IPL’s ability to limit 

the amount of purchases it can make under Rate REP.  IPL and the OUCC both agree that a cap 

on the quantity of energy purchased under Rate REP is necessary to protect IPL’s customers 

from unreasonable rates.  See Attachment A, p. 124.1; Public’s BJB Exhibit No. 2, pp. 11-12.  

This is because PURPA imposes upon IPL the obligation to make purchases from QFs at its 

avoided cost.  No provision in PURPA or FERC’s implementing rules limit the quantity of 

energy that a utility can be compelled to purchase from QFs.  Adopting the assumption the 

OUCC and Ecos urge the Commission to make raises a significant danger that IPL’s customers 

will be burdened with unreasonable rates.

2. The Commission Lacks Authority To Impose The OUCC’s Generic FIT Tariff Or 
IDEA’s Revised Rate REP Price Structure.

The OUCC and IDEA both advocate adoption of model FITs either generically in Indiana 

or by IPL.  IPL is unwilling to voluntarily agree to adopt either model.  Absent IPL’s agreement 

to adopt such a model, any attempt to impose the model would intrude into FERC’s exclusive 

jurisdiction over wholesale power sales.  

IDEA’s model cannot lawfully be imposed upon IPL.  IDEA recommends imposition of a 

tiered QF purchase pricing structure that is not based on avoided cost but instead the cost to the 

QF of generating the electricity.  IDEA Exhibit CEC-001, pp. 5-6.  In the FIT Order, FERC 

declared that it had exclusive jurisdiction to establish rates for the wholesale sale of power, 

unless a state was approving rates for purchase set at a utility’s avoided cost under PURPA.  Fit 
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Order, pp. 61, 337.  Since FERC, rather than the Commission, has exclusive jurisdiction over the 

type of wholesale power sales rates proposed by IDEA, the required purchase rates 

recommended by IDEA fall within the exclusive jurisdiction of FERC.  Furthermore, IDEA’s 

proposed establishment of purchase rates in excess of IPL’s avoided cost would “undo[] the 

careful balance struck by Congress in PURPA and by the [FERC] in its regulations between 

encouraging QFs and ensuring ratepayers are charged reasonable rates.  It inappropriately 

subsidizes QFs at the cost of burdening ratepayers.”  Connecticut Light & Power Co., 70 

F.E.R.C. at p. 61,152 n.27 (emphasis added).

The OUCC proposed model has few details and does not propose any particular price.  

However, implementing it consistent with Federal law in Indiana would be impossible under the 

current regulatory climate.  As Mr. Snyder acknowledges:

“FERC has determined that state authority to determine wholesale market prices 
is limited to implementing PURPA and determining avoided cost prices for 
QF’s.”  One important exception is noted that “state policy makers can establish a 
FIT that exceeds avoided cost if a state provides an incentive, tax credit, or REC 
payment to compensate for the portion of the tariff that exceeds avoided costs.”  

Public’s RLS Exhibit No. 4, pp. 15-16 citing Sustainable Multi-Segment Market Design for 

Distributed Photovoltaics, IREC, October, 2009, pp. 25-26.  Indiana, however, does not provide 

incentives, tax credits or REC payments for renewable energy sufficient to cover the difference 

between IPL’s avoided cost (set forth in Rate CGS) and the prices in Rate REP.  

FERC did clarify on rehearing of the FIT Order that:

We find that the concept of a multi-tiered avoided cost rate structure can be 
consistent with the avoided cost rate requirements set forth in PURPA and our 
regulations.  Both section 210 of PURPA and our regulations define avoided costs 
in terms of costs that the electric utility avoids by virtue of purchasing from the 
QF.  The question, then, is what costs the electric utility is avoiding. Under the 
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Commission’s regulations, a state may determine that capacity is being avoided, 
and so may rely on the cost of such avoided capacity to determine the avoided 
cost rate.  Further, in determining the avoided cost rate, just as a state may take 
into account the cost of the next marginal unit of generation, so as well the state 
may take into account obligations imposed by the state that, for example, utilities 
purchase energy from particular sources of energy or for a long duration.  
Therefore, the CPUC may take into account actual procurement requirements, and 
resulting costs, imposed on utilities in California.

California Pub. Utils. Comm’n, 133 FERC p. 61,273, (10/21/2010) (footnotes omitted).10 While 

FERC has recognized that the avoided cost calculation may consider a state obligation to 

purchase energy from a particular source of energy or for a long duration in establishing prices, 

Indiana does not impose these types of obligations on jurisdictional electric utilities.  

Consequently, no such basis could be used to support the type of FIT tariff advocated by the 

OUCC.  

The OUCC Has Misconstrued IPL’s Position
On QFs

Mr. Keen indicates that language in 18 C.F.R. § 292.304 “might appear to support IPL’s 

position that QFs are (or should be) precluded from participating in IPL’s Rate REP or other 

FITS with prices that could exceed the purchasing utility’s avoided costs.”  Public’s RLK 

Exhibit No. 1, p. 28.  This statement is not an accurate summary of IPL’s position or applicable 

Federal law.  IPL does not contend that QFs are precluded from participating in IPL’s Rate REP 

and in fact has proposed to clarify under Rate REP that interested customers should ensure their 

Facilities are QFs or are otherwise authorized by FERC to make wholesale sales of power.  

Moreover, IPL has proposed to eliminate language from the existing Rate REP that suggests the 

Commission has approved rates for purchases from QFs that exceed IPL’s avoided cost.  

Petitioner’s Exhibit JEH-1, pp. 9-10.  Prior FERC precedent, including the FIT Order, has 
  

10 FERC expressly did not decide whether any particular offer price was consistent with the avoided cost rate 
requirements of PURPA.  Id. at fn. 47.  
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declared that FERC, and not states, has jurisdiction to establish wholesale power sales except in 

instances when the State is establishing a mandatory purchase rate at a utility’s avoided cost 

pursuant to PURPA’s provisions.  

Conclusion

Rate REP represents a voluntary offer by IPL to purchase energy from customers subject 

to entry into a mutually acceptable written contract that is subsequently approved by the 

Commission.  Rate REP does not constitute an offer by IPL that, upon mere accepted by a 

customer, becomes a definitive agreement binding upon IPL.  The language of the tariff requires 

a written agreement and recognizes circumstances under which the prices may be renegotiated.  

IPL has not executed an agreement with Ecos or other developers under Rate REP.  Moreover, 

Rate REP’s prices are not based on IPL’s avoided cost, and the Commission should not merely 

assume the prices equal IPL’s avoided costs as proposed by the OUCC and Ecos.  Such an 

assumption could not be supported in light of the evidence presented and would impose upon 

IPL an obligation to purchase from all QFs at the prices established in Rate REP.  While IPL is 

willing to voluntarily purchase some energy from a limited number of customers at the prices set 

forth in Rate REP, the alternative prices proposed by the OUCC and IDEA cannot be imposed 

upon IPL.  







Indianapolis Power & Light Company  I.U.R.C. No. E-16  Original No. 124 
One Monument Circle 
Indianapolis, Indiana 

RATE REP 
RENEWABLE ENERGY PRODUCTION 

AVAILABILITY:
Available to any Customer of Indianapolis Power & Light Company (the “Company”) that operates within 
the Company’s service territory a Qualifying Renewable Energy Power Production Facility subject to the 
Company’s rules and regulations and, any terms, conditions and restrictions imposed by any valid and 
applicable law or regulation.  This tariff is submitted pursuant to the requirements of the Commission’s 
regulations and shall cease to be effective if such regulations are set aside, withdrawn or for any reason cease 
to be applicable to the Company.  An Existing Qualifying Renewable Energy Power Production Facility is 
eligible to the benefits of this Rate REP except as otherwise expressly forbidden by law. 

DEFINITIONS:
(a) Qualifying Renewable Energy Power Production Facility (the “Facility”) means an arrangement 

of equipment for the production of electricity with capacity no less than 50 kW (20 kW for solar) 
and no greater than 10 MW.  The Facility shall be located at one site and is not the aggregation of 
more than one site each less than 50 kW (20 kW for solar) and which produces electric power 
through the use of 100% renewable resources or fuel.  Such resources or fuels include: 
a. Solar photovoltaic cells and panels 
b. Wind
c. Dedicated crops grown for energy production 
d. Organic waste biomass 
e. Biomass will be consistent with the State’s definition in IC 8-1-8.8-10. 

(b) Purchase means the purchase of electric energy or capacity or both from the Facility by the 
Company and is also inclusive of all environmental attributes. 

(c) Sale means the sale of electric energy or capacity or both by the Facility to the Company and is 
also inclusive of all environmental attributes. 

(d) Environmental Attributes means Renewable Energy Credits (“REC”), carbon credits, greenhouse 
gas offsets or any other environmental credit, commodity or classification that may be associated 
with the production of renewable energy from the Facility. 

(e) Interconnection Costs means the reasonable costs of connection, switching, metering, transmission, 
distribution, safety provisions, and administrative costs incurred by the Company directly related to 
the installation and maintenance of the physical facilities necessary to permit interconnected 
operations with a Facility, to the extent such costs are in excess of the corresponding costs which the 
Company would have incurred if it had not engaged in interconnected operations, but instead 
generated an equivalent amount of electric energy itself or purchased an equivalent amount of 
electric energy or capacity from other sources.  Interconnection Costs do not include any costs 
included in the calculation of Avoided Costs. 

(f) System Emergency means a condition on the Company's system which is liable to result in 
imminent significant disruption of service to Customers or in substantial deviation from normal 
service standards or which is imminently liable to endanger life or property.  

(g) Commission means the Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission.  
(h) FERC means Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. 
(i) Peak Period means the time between 6 a.m. and 10 p.m. (April through September) or between 7 

a.m. and 11 p.m. (October through March) on all days except Saturdays and Sundays, which daily 
time period will be subject to change from time to time at the Company's option.  This change would 
occur after no less than ten (10) days notice has been given to all Customers who would be affected, 
and to the Commission.  

(j) Off Peak Period means the time not included in the Peak Period.  

Second step of two step increase.      Effective March 30, 2010 

Attachment A
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RATE REP (Continued)

PURCHASE AND SALE:

Purchases and sales shall also be subject to the following general terms and conditions: 

a. The Company shall not be obligated to purchase or sell at a time of System Emergency. 
b. The Customer shall sell the total production of the Facility to the Company. 
c. The Customer shall receive service for their load at the appropriate retail rate from the Company. The 

applicable rate is not impacted by the Customer’s participation in Rate REP. 
d. The Company may limit total participation under this Rate REP to 1% of the Company’s retail electric 

kWh sales from the prior calendar year. 

INTERCONNECTION CONDITIONS AND COSTS:
(a) The Company, subject to prior compliance by the Facility with all applicable Federal and State laws and 

regulations, shall make parallel interconnection with the Facility in such a way as to accomplish 
purchases and sales as described in Sections (b) through (f). 

(b) The Facility shall comply with the National Electrical Safety Code, as supplemented, the applicable 
requirements of 170 IAC 4-4.3, and the Company's rules and regulations for electric service. 

(c) Interconnection Costs from the Facility to the Company's distribution or transmission system, including 
those costs of (d) and (e) below, shall be borne by the Facility.  There shall be no obligation on the 
Company to finance such interconnection. 

(d) The Facility shall install, operate, and maintain in good order such relays, locks and seals, breakers, 
automatic synchronizer, and other control and protective apparatus as shall be designated by the 
Company for operation parallel to its system.  The Facility shall bear full responsibility for the installation 
and safe operation of this equipment. 

(e) Breakers capable of isolating the Facility from the Company shall at all times be immediately accessible 
to the Company.  The Company may isolate the Facility at its own discretion if the Company believes 
continued parallel operation with the Facility creates or contributes to a System Emergency.  System 
Emergencies causing discontinuance of parallel operation are subject to verification by the Commission. 

(f) To properly record numbers of kilowatthours for, respectively, purchase and sale, the following 
configurations shall be the basis for metering. 

(1) Where such measurement is appropriate for measurement of energy, the circuit shall include at 
minimum one monodirectional meter between, at one side, the Company system and, on the 
other side, the load and a bidirectional meter between, at one side, the Company system and on 
the other side, the Facility and any load associated with it 

(2) Where such measurement is appropriate for measurement of energy, the circuit shall include a 
monodirectional meter between the on-site load and the Company and, in a series arrangement, 
two monodirectional meters between the Facility and the Company system: 

Second step of two step increase.      Effective March 30, 2010 

Load

Facility
Company

System
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RATE REP (Continued)

(3) The meter measuring purchases by the Company shall be of a design to record time periods, and 
shall be capable of electronically transmitting instantaneous readings. 

(4) Other metering arrangements shall be the subject of negotiations between the Company and the 
Customer. 

RATE REP PURCHASE RATES:

The rate the Company will pay each Customer for energy and capacity purchased from their Facility will be 
established in advance by written contract with the Company as filed and approved by the Commission and 
will be based on the RATE REP PURCHASE RATES. the RATE REP PURCHASE RATES may be adjusted 
by the Company as circumstances warrant through the IURC’s 30-day administrative filing process.  Unless 
otherwise agreed, the RATE REP PURCHASE RATES shall be: 

(a) Solar
a. Capacity    None 
b. Energy  

(a) For Facilities generating 20 kW to 100 kW: 24.0¢ per KWH 
(b) For Facilities generating more than 100 kW: 20.0¢ per KWH 

(b) Wind
a. Capacity    None 
b. Energy  

(a) For Facilities generating 50 kW to 100 kW: 14.0¢ per KWH 
(b) For Facilities generating 100 kW to 1 MW: 10.5¢ per KWH 
(c) For Facilities generating more than 1 MW:   7.5¢ per KWH 

(c) Biomass 
a. Capacity    $6.18 per KW per month 
b. Energy       8.5¢ per KWH 

The Company and the Customer may negotiate terms and a rate for energy or capacity which differs from the 
filed rates by the Company. The length of any contract shall not exceed ten (10) years. The Company and the 
Customer may agree to increase or decrease the rate in recognition of the following factors: 

(1) The extent to which scheduled outages of the Facility can be usefully coordinated with scheduled 
outages of the Company’s generation facilities; 

(2) The relationship of the availability of energy from the Facility to the ability of the Company to avoid 
costs, particularly as is evidenced by the Company’s ability to dispatch the Facility; 

(3) The usefulness of the Facility during System Emergencies, including the ability of the Facility to 
separate its load from its generation; 

(4) The impact of tax credits, grants and other financial incentives that when combined with the rate 
would produce excessive profits for the Facility. 

(5) Rates and adjustments prescribed in the contract shall remain in effect notwithstanding changes made 
to the RATE REP PURCHASE RATES from time to time. 
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RATES FOR SALE BY COMPANY:
Back-up Power shall be provided under Standard Contract Rider No. 10.  Maintenance Power shall be 
provided under Standard Contract Rider No. 11.  Supplementary Power shall be provided under Standard 
Contract Rider No. 12.  A Customer may not simultaneously qualify for Rate REP, Rate CGS Cogeneration 
and Small Power Production, Standard Contract Rider No. 9, Net Metering, and Standard Contract Rider No. 
8 for off-peak service. 

STANDARD CONTRACT RIDERS APPLICABLE:
 No. 1       see Page 150 
 No. 10       see Page 162 
 No. 11       see Page 163 
 No. 12       see Page 164 
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